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 .We establish global well-posedness for the initial value problem IVP associated
to the so-called Benney]Lin equation. This model is a Korteweg]de Vries equa-
tion perturbed by dissipative and dispersive terms which appears in fluid dynamics.
We also study the limiting behaviour of solutions to this IVP when the parameters
of the perturbed terms approach 0. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper consideration is given to the study of the initial value
problem associated to the Benney]Lin equation, that is,
u q uu q u q b u q u q hu s 0 .t x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 1.1 . u x , 0 s f x , .  .
where b ) 0, h g R.
w x w xThe equation above was first derived by Benney 1 and later by Lin 7
 w x.see also 11 . It describes one-dimensional evolutions of small but finite
amplitude long waves in various problems in fluid dynamics. This model
includes conservative dispersive effects and nonconservative dissipative
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 .  .ones represented by the terms u q hu and u q u , respec-x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
tively. This also can be seen as an hybrid of the well known fifth order
 .  . Korteweg]de Vries KdV equation or Kawahara equation b s 0 see
w x .9 and references therein and the derivative Korteweg]de Vries]
 .  .  w x.Kuramoto]Sivashinsky KdV-KS equation h s 0 see 2 .
Our purpose here is to establish the global well-posedness of problem
 . s .1.1 for data in Sobolev spaces, H R . Before getting into the details of
our results we first make some comments.
This work is motivated by the results obtained by Bona, Biagioni, Iorio,
w x w xand Scialom 2 and the review made in 8 by Roitner of some perturbed
w xKdV equations. In 2 the initial value problem associated to the KdV-KS
equation, i.e.,
1¡ 2u q u q d u q b u q u s 0, x g R, t ) 0, .  .t x x x x x x x x x x~ 1.22  .¢u x , 0 s f x .  .
with b G 0, d g R satisfying b 2 q d 2 / 0, was studied and the global well
 . s .posedness of 1.2 for data in H R , s G 1, established. Also the limit
 . w xbehavior of solutions of 1.2 was studied. The theory in 2 set some
analytic facts that had appeared previously as conclusions in the numerical
w xand theoretical works of Ercolani, McLaughlin, and Roitner 3 and
w xRoitner 9 where the main concern was the study of traveling wave
 . w xattractors for the model in 1.2 . As we commented above in 8 various
perturbed KdV equations were considered including our model of study,
 .problem 1.1 . The main question raised was about the effects produced
when the perturbations tend to zero. We will try to give some answers
 .when the IVP 1.1 is considered in the entire line.
 . s .We can show that IVP 1.1 is in fact globally well-posed in H R ,
s G 0. It will be done by means of a series of a priori estimates that allow
us to extend local solutions previously obtained for any time T ) 0.
 .In addition, we study the limiting behavior of solutions of the IVP 1.1
when the parameters h and b approach zero. So, in particular, we show
 .that solutions of 1.1 converge to solutions of the Kawahara equation
2 .when b tends to zero in H R . When we let h approach zero, the
 .solutions of the problem 1.1 then converge to solutions of the derivative
sq1 .of the KdV-KS equation in H R , s G 0. In the case that both parame-
ters h and b tend to zero, solutions of the Benney]Lin equation will
5r2 .converge to solutions of the KdV equation in H R .
The plan of this paper is as follows. Local well-posedness for the IVP
 .1.1 is established in Section 2. In Section 3 we will find several a priori
estimates needed to extend the local solutions to global ones and to study
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 .the limiting behavior of solutions of problem 1.1 . Some technical results
used in this section will be included in the Appendix. Section 4 will be
 .devoted to show the global well-posedness of problem 1.1 . The limiting
 .behavior of solutions of the problem 1.1 when b and h approach zero
will be studied in Sections 5 and 6.
Before leaving this section we will introduce some notation.
Notation. We will use besides standard notation in partial differential
equations the following:
v  .If X and Y are Banach spaces, B X, Y will denote the Banach
space of bounded linear mappings from X into Y with the usual operator
norm.
v
2 .We denote by , the inner product in L .
v
s 5 5 5 5The norm in H will be denoted by ? and ? will denote thes
L2-norm.
Ãv The Fourier transform will be denoted either by F or by .
2. LOCAL RESULTS
 .In this section we will prove that IVP 1.1 is locally well-posed in
s .H R , s G 0. Before doing so we state some properties of solutions of the
 .linear problem associated to 1.1 , that is,
u q u q hu q b u q u s 0, x g R, t ) 0 .t x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 2.1 . u x , 0 s f x . .  .
Let
Q t s exp ij 3 y ihj 5 y b j 4 y j 2 t , t G 0, j g R, .  4 . .h , b
and define
F E t f j s Q t F f j . .  .  .  .  . .h , b h , b
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let l G 0, b ) 0 be gi¨ en. Then
 .  .  s . sql ..1 E t g B H R , H R for all t ) 0 and s G 0 and satis-h, b
fies
ylr4 .tb r4  tb r8.1q 1q4lrtb’5 5 5 5E t f F C e q 1 q tb e f .  .sql sh , b l
2.2 .
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s .for all f g H R , where C is a constant depending only on l. Moreo¨er,l
 .  .the map t g 0, ` ¬ E t f is continuous with respect to the topology ofh, b
sql .H R .
 .  .  1 . s ..2 E t g B L R , H R for all t ) 0 and s G 0 and satisfiesh, b
 .y 2 sq1 r8tb r4 15 5 5 5E t f F C e q tb f 2.3 .  .  .s Lh , b s
1 .for all f g L R , where C is a constant depending only on s. The maps
 .  . s .t g 0, ` ¬ E t f is continuous with respect to the topology of H R .h, b
 . w .  . o3 For any s g R, the map t g 0, ` ¬ E t f defines a C -semi-h, b
s .group in H R satisfying
5 5 tb r4E t F e , .h , b
 s . s .. s .where the norm is that of B H R , H R . In particular, if f g H R then
 .  .  .¨ ?, t s E t f is the unique solution of 2.1 in the classh, b
s 1 sy5C 0, ` : H R l C 0, ` : H R ..  . .  . .  .
Proof. The proof of this proposition follows the same lines as the
w xproofs of 2, Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 so it will be omitted.
 .The following result concerns the local well-posedness of the IVP 1.1
s .in H R , s G 0, that is
s .THEOREM 2.2. Let s G 0, b ) 0, and h g R be fixed. If f g H R then
 5 5 .there exist T s T s, f , b ) 0 and a unique function u gs
w x s ..C 0, T : H R satisfying the integral equation
t
u ?, t s E t f ? q E t y t9 u­ u ?, t9 dt9 2.4 .  .  .  .  .  .Hh , b h , b x
0
 .with E t defined as abo¨e.h, b
Proof. We separate two cases: 0 F s - 5r2 and s G 5r2.
Consider 0 F s - 5r2. Let
s 5 5w x w xX T s ¨ g C 0, T : H R : ¨ t y E t f F M , t g 0, T .  .  .  . . 4ss h , b
 . 5  .  .5  .and d u, ¨ s sup u t y ¨ t . Notice that X T is a completess w0, T x s
metric space. We will show that for T ) 0 sufficiently small the map
t
F ¨ t s E t f q E t y t9 ¨­ ¨ t9 dt9 .  .  .  .  .  .Hh , b h , b x
0
 .is a contraction in X T .s
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 .Let ¨ g X T ; Proposition 2.1 impliess
5 5F ¨ t y E t f .  .  . sh , b
1 t 25 5F E t y t9 ­ ¨ t9 dt9 .  .  .H sh , b x2 0
y2 sq3.r84 8b2 Tb r4 y2 sq5.r85 5F C sup ¨ t e y 1 q T .  .s
b y2 s q 5w x0, T
2 Tb r2 5 5 2F C9 M q e f ? C T , 2.5 .  . .s
 .  .where C T is the term in brackets. Observe that C T ª 0 as T ª 0 so
 .we can choose T sufficiently small so that the right hand side of 2.5 iso
 .  .less than M. It shows that F : X T ª X T . To see that F is as o s o
 .contraction take u, ¨ g X T . Sos 0
1
2 2 15 5 5 5F u t y F ¨ t F sup u y ¨ C T .  .  .  .  .s L o2 w x0, To
1
5 5 5 5 5 5F sup u t y ¨ t u t q ¨ t C T .  .  .  .  . . o2 w x0, To
5 5 To br4 5 5F sup u t y ¨ t M q e f C T . .  .  . .s s o
w x0, To
 T1 br4.  .Thus if T - T is such that M q e C T - 1, we have that F is a1 o 1
 .contraction in X T provided 0 F s - 5r2. A argument standard ofs 1
w x s ..uniqueness then implies the result in C 0, T : H R .1
The case s G 5r2 follows by using a bootstrapping argument. Moreover,
a further bootstrapping argument shows that for any s G 0 and « ) 0,
w x ` .. w x sy5 ..u g C « , T : H R and ­ u g C 0, T : H R and u satisfies the1 t 1
 .equation in 1.1 .
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES
 . s .LEMMA 3.1. Consider the initial ¨alue problem 1.1 with f g H R ,
 . w x s ..s G 0, h g R, b G 0. Let u be a solution of 1.1 in C 0, T : H R for
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some T ) 0. Then the following estimates hold,
5 5 5 5 Tb r4u F f e 3.1 .
1
5 5 5 5 5 5u F f P f , if b ) 0, s ) 0 3.2 .s s o  /b
5 5 5 5 CT  5 u 5 2qb .u F f e if s ) 2, 3.3 .s s
for 0 F t F T.
If h / 0 it is the case that
1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5u F P , f q b TP , f 3.4 .2 2x 1 2 /  /h h
1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5u F P , f q b TP , f , 3.5 .2 2x x 3 4 /  /h h
where the P 's are nondecreasing functions of their arguments.j
If 0 - h - b we ha¨e
2 3 2 10r35r3 cTb5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F f q 2 f q 2 f q TP f , b , h e 3.6 . .1 1x 53
5 5 cTb 1q5 f 5
2 e cTb . 5 5 5 56 5 510u F e P f , T q b T f q hT f , 3.7 . . 42x x 6
where P ª 0 as h - b ª 0.5
 .Proof. Multiply 1.1 by u and integrate over R to obtain
1 d 25 5u q b u , u q u , u s 0, .  .x x x x x x2 dt
where the inner product is that of L2. Integration by parts and the
Cauchy]Schwarz inequality then imply
d b2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F 2b u u y 2b u F u .x x x xdt 2
w xIntegrating the last relation over 0, t , where 0 F t F T , and applying
 .Gronwall's lemma we obtain 3.1 .
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5 5We turn to the estimation of u for s ) 0. The inner product ins
s .  .H R of 1.1 with u gives
1 d 25 5u s yb u , u y b u , u y uu , u .  .  .s x x x x x x xs s s2 dt
12 2 25 5 5 5s b u y b u q u , u 3.8 . .s sx x x x s2
12 2 2 1r2 1r25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F b u y b u q b u q u u u usq1 sq2 s sq1x2
5 5 2r sq2. 5 5 2 sq1.r sq2. 5 5 2 5 5 2F bc u u y b u q b usq2 sq2
5 5 2 sq9.r2 sq2. 5 5 2 sq3.r2 sq2.q c u u sq2
bc2 25 5 5 5F cb« y b q c« u q q b u . sq21 1 sq1 /«1
c 4 sq18.r55 5q u , 3.9 .4 sq3.r5«2
where « , « ) 0 are arbitrary; choosing « s 1r4c, « s br2c, and1 2 1 2
 .  .using 3.1 we obtain 3.2 .
5 5  .We turn to the estimation of u for s ) 2. Equality 3.8 impliess
 w x.together with an inequality due to Kato see 6
1 d 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F c u u q b u u y b us 2 s s s sx x x x2 dt
b2 25 5 5 5 5 5F c u u q u .2 s s4
w x  .Integration over 0, t and Gronwall's lemma imply 3.2 .
 .  .In order to prove 3.4 and 3.5 , use is made of the Hamiltonian of the
Kawahara equation
u q uu q u q hu s 0 3.10 .t x x x x x x x x x
namely
` 1 1 h
2 3 2H u s y u q u q u dx. 3.11 .  .H x x x /2 6 2y`
 .Equation 1.1 can be written as




2H9 u s u q u q hu 3.13 .  .x x x x x x2
is the Gateaux derivative of H.
 .  .Multiplying 3.12 by H9 u , integrating over R, and using the fact that
H9 u , y­ H9 u s 0, .  . .x
we obtain
1
2­ H u s u , H9 u s yb u q u , u q u q hu .  . .t t x x x x x x x x x x x x /2
b b2 2 25 5s b u , u q b u y u , u y u , u .  .  .x x x x x x x x x x x x x2 2
5 5 2 5 5 2q bh u y bh u .x x x x x x x
w xIntegrating over 0, t , we see that
` `1 1 h 1 1 h2 22 3 2 3y u q u q u dx y y f9 q f q f0 dx .  .H Hx x x /2 6 2 2 6 2y` y`
bt t2 2 25 5s b u , u q u dt y u , u q u , u dt .  .  .H Hx x x x x x x x x x x x x20 0
t 2 25 5 5 5q bh u y u dt . 3.14 .H x x x x x x x
0
 .  .  .Substituting inequalities 7.1 ] 7.7 from the Appendix into 3.14 leads
to:
 .1 In the case h ) 0,
` `1 12 2 3 2 3 25 5 5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5h u F u q u dx y f9 q f dx q h f0H Hx x x 3 3y` y`
t 2< < 5 5q 2b u , u q u dt .H x x x x x x x
0
t 2 2< < < <q b u , u q u , u dt .  .H x x x x x x
0
t 2 25 5 5 5q bh u y u dtH x x x x x x x
0
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5 5 2 y1 5 5 2 y1r7 5 5 22r7F « q « u q « f q « f .1 2 x x x 1 2
5 5 3 5 5 2q c f q h f01
t 25 5w xq b « q « q « q « q h« y h u dtH 3 4 5 6 7 x x x x
0
y1 5 5 2 y3 5 5 2 y16r11 5 5 38r11q b T « f q « f q « f 3 4 5
y9r7 5 5 30r7 y3 5 5 2q« f q h« f . 3.15 ..6 7
Let « s « s hr4, 0 - « - 1, and « , . . . , « ) 0 be such that1 2 7 3 6
« q « q « q «3 4 5 6
h )
1 y « 7
 .  .for instance, « s 1r2, « s . . . s « s hr9 . Then, replacing it in 3.157 3 6
gives
h 2 2 22r7 3 2 2y1 y1r7 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F « f q « f q c f q h f0 q b T « f1x x 1 2 32
y3 5 5 2 y16r11 5 5 38r11 y9r7 5 5 30r7 y3 5 5 2q« f q « f q « f q h« f .4 5 6 7
 .  .  .  .which implies 3.5 . Inequality 3.4 follows from 3.5 and 7.6 .
 .  .2 In the case h - 0 we have, from 3.14 ,
1 12 3 2 3 25 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5yh u F u q f9 q f y h f0H Hx x 3 3
t 2< < 5 5q 2b u , u q u dt .H x x x x x x x
0
t 2 2< < < <q b u , u q u , u dt .  .H x x x x x x
0
t 2 25 5 5 5y bh u y u dtH x x x x x x x
0
5 5 2 y1r7 5 5 22r7 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 3F « u q « f q f9 y h f0 q c f 11 x x 1
t 25 5q b « q « q « q « y h« q h u dt .H 2 3 4 5 6 x x x x
0
y1 5 5 2 y3 5 5 2 y16r11 5 5 38r11q b T « f q « f q « f 2 3 4
y9r7 5 5 30r7 y3 5 5 2q« f y h« f . 3.16 ..5 6
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Let « s yhr2 ) 0, 0 - « - 1, and « , . . . , « ) 0 satisfying1 6 2 6
« q « q « q «2 3 4 5
h - y .
1 y «6
 .From 3.16 we have
h 2 22r7 2 2 3y1r75 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y u F « f q f9 y h f0 q c f 1x x 12
y1 5 5 2 y3 5 5 2q b T « f q « f 2 3
y16r11 5 5 38r11 y9r7 5 5 30r7 y3 5 5 2q« f q « f y h« f .4 5 6
 .  .and 3.4 , 3.5 follow, as well.
 .To prove 3.6 we use the Hamiltonian of KdV equation,
3
`1 u 2
F u s y u dx. .  .H2 x2 3y`
 .It follows that 1.1 can be written as




F u s q u . 3.18 .  .2 x x2
 . X  .Multiplying 3.17 by F u , integrating over R, and using the fact that2
F
X u , y­ FX u s 0 .  . .2 x 2
we get
­ F u s FX u , u s yb FX u , u q u y h FX u , u .  .  .  . .  .  .t 2 2 t 2 x x x x x x 2 x x x x x
u2 us
s yb y u , u q u y h q u , ux x x x x x x x x x x x x x x / /2 2
b b 22 2 5 5s y u , u y u , u q b u , u q b u . .  .x x x x x x x x x x x x x2 2
h
2y u , u . 3.19 . .x x x x x2
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 .Integrating 3.19 from 0 to t it follows that
3 3
` u f t22 2 25 5u s y q f9 dx q b u , u q u , u dt .  .  .H Hx x x x x x x3 3y` 0
t t2 25 5y 2b u , u q u dt q h u , u dt . 3.20 .  . .H Hx x x x x x x x x x x x
0 0
 .  . w x  .  .Now substitute inequalities 8.5 ] 8.8 from 2 and 7.8 into 3.20 to
derive
5 5 21 y « u .1 x
1 t10r3 3 2 2 26r7y1r3 y5r75 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F « u q f q f q b « u q « u1 1 H1 3 x x x 33 0
5 5 2 y3 5 5 6 5 5 2 y1 5 5 2q« u q « u q 2« u q 2« u dt.4 x x x 4 2 x 2 x x x
t t2 14 2y115 5 5 5 5 5q h « u q « u dt y 2b u dt . 3.21 . .H H5 x x x 5 x x x
0 0
Setting « s 1r2, « s 3, « s « s 1r3, « s 1 we have1 2 3 4 5
1 12 10r3 3 21r35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F 2 u q f q f1 1x2 3
t 2 26r7 65r75 5 5 5 5 5q h y b u q b 3 u q 27b u .H x x x
0
2 145 5 5 5q24b u q h u dtx
1 t10r3 3 2 21r3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 2 f q f q f qTP b , h , f q24b u dt . .1 1 H x3 0
 . 5 5Gronwall's lemma implies 3.6 . Now we estimate u using the nextx x
conserved quantity of the KdV equation:
` 5
4 2 2F u s u y 5uu q 3u dx. 3.22 .  .H4 x x x /12y`
 .Multiplying 1.1 by
5
X 3 2F u s u q 5u q 10uu q 6u .4 x x x x x x3
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and integrating over R gives
­ F u s y FX u , b u q u q hu .  .  . .t 4 4 x x x x x x x x x x x
5
3 2sy u q5u q10uu q6u , b u qu qhu . .x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x /3
3.23 .
 .  . w x  .  .  .Replacing 8.9 ] 8.15 from 2 and 7.9 ] 7.11 into 3.23 , we get
5 5 6 y5r3 5 5 22r3 y13r3 5 5 22r3­ F u F b u q « u q « u . t 4 1 2
y9r7 5 5 30r7 y13r3 5 5 22r3q« u q « u .3 4
y3 5 510 y14 5 518 5 5 2 y1 5 5 2q h « u q « u q b 1 q u q « u .  .6 7 5 x x
q b « q « q « q « q 6b« y 6b q h « q « q « .  .1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
5 5 2= u .x x x x
Take « s « s « s « s 1, « s 1r6, « s « s « s 1r3 and then1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
6 22r3 30r7 10 18 cTb5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5­ F u F b f q f q f q h f q f e .t 4
5 5 2 cTb 5 5 2 5 5 2q b 1 q f e u q h y b u . . . x x x x x x
 .By integration from 0 to t and substitution of F t , we have4
` 5
4 2 2u y 5uu q 3u dxH x x x /12y`
` 5 2 24F f y 5f f9 q 3 f0 dx .  .H 12y`
6 22r3 30r7cTb 5 5 5 5 5 5q Te b f q f q f
t10 18 2 2cTb5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5qh f q f q b 1 q f e u dt . .H x x
0
 .  . w xReplacing now 8.16 ] 8.17 from 2 results
5 5 2ux x
5 5 2 y1r3 5 514r3 5 5 2 y5r3 5 514r3 5 5 4 5 5 3F « u q « u q « u q « u q f q f1 21 x x 1 2 x x 2
2 6 22r3 30r7 10 18cTb5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q f q cTe b f q f q f q h f q f2
t2 2cTb5 5 5 5q b 1 q f e u dt . .H x x
0
 .Taking « s « s 1r4 and Gronwall's lemma imply 3.7 .1 2
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4. GLOBAL RESULTS
 .In this section global well-posedness of the IVP 1.1 will be established
s .for data in H R , s G 0. The local results obtained previously combined
with the a priori estimates in Section 3 will allow us to show the following
result:
 . s .THEOREM 4.1. The IVP 1.1 is globally well-posed in H R , s G 0,
b ) 0.
s .Proof. Let s G 0 and let F be the map which applies f g H R into
w x s ..the unique solution of the IVP u g C 0, T : H R given by Theorem
s .2.2. We shall show that F is a continuous function of t in H R . Let f,
s .  .  .c g H R , u s F f , and ¨ s F c . If w s u y ¨ it follows that
1 d 125 5w s y u q ¨ w , w y b w , w q w .  . .x x x x x x x2 dt 2
5 5 5r4 5 5 3r4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2F c w w u q ¨ q b w w y b w .x x x x x x
b b2 2 2 2y5r35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F c « w q « w u q ¨ q w y w . .x x x x2 2
 5 5 5 5. ..3r5for every « ) 0. So choosing « s 2c u q ¨ rb the inequality
above becomes
d 8r52 2y3r55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5w F c u q ¨ b q b w . . .
dt
Thus Gronwall's lemma implies
8r52 2y3r55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5w t F exp T f q c b q b f y c 4.1 .  . .
for 0 F t F T.
 .  .For 0 - s - 5r2, the integral equation 2.4 and Proposition 2.1, 2.3
imply
t 2 25 5 5 5 5 5w ?, t F E t f y c q E t y t9 u y ¨ t9 dt9 .  .  .  .  .  .s s H sq1h , b h , b
0
t  .y 2 sq3 r8tb  tyt 9.b r45 5F e f y c q e q t y t9 b . .s H  5
0
5 2 2 5= u y ¨ t9 dt9 .  . 1
Tb 5 5 5 5 5 5F e f y c q C T , b sup u q ¨ .  .s s s1
w x0, T
t  .y 2 sq3 r8 5 5= t y t9 w ?, t9 dt9. .  .H s
0
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 w x.A generalization of Gronwall's lemma see 4, 2 implies then
5 5 Tb r4 5 5w ?, t F e f y c E g t , 4.2 .  .  .s s 5y2 s.r8
 . `  a n  ..  .where E z s  z rG a n q 1 G denotes the gamma functiona ns0
and
 .8r 5y2 s5 y 2 s
5 5 5 5g s sup u ?, t q ¨ ?, t C T , b G . .  .  . .k k 1  /8w x0, T
 .  .If s G 5r2, the integral equation 2.4 and Proposition 2.1, 2.2 give
t 2 25 5 5 5 5 5w ?, t F E t f y c q E t y t9 ­ u y ¨ t9 dt9 .  .  .  .  .  .s s H sh , b h , b x
0
ttb 2 25 5 5 5F e f y c q ­ u y ¨ t9 .  .s H sy1x
0
y1r4 tyt 9.b r4? e q 1 q t y t9 b . .
=  . . tyt 9.b r8.1q 1q4r tyt 9 b’e dt95
5 5w ?, t9 .t sTb 5 5 5 5 5 5F e f y c q sup u q ¨ C T , b dt9, .  .s s s H 1r4
0 t y t9 .w x0, T
4.3 .
where
21r4  .’Tb Tb r8q1r8. Tb q4Tbe Tb q 1 e .
C T , b s . .2 1r42b
We apply once again the generalization of Gronwall's lemma mentioned
above to obtain
5 5 Tb r4 5 5w ?, t F e f y c E g t 4.4 .  .  .s s 3r4
with
4r35 5 5 5g s sup u ?, t q ¨ ?, t C T , b G 3r4 .  .  .  . .k k 2
w x0, T
which proves our assertion. This, together with Theorem 2.2 and the a
 .  . s .priori estimates 3.1 , 3.2 prove the global well posedness in H R , s G 0
 .of the IVP 1.1 .
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5. CONVERGENCE TO SOLUTIONS OF THE
DERIVATIVE OF THE KdV-KS EQUATION
In this section we will show that for b ) 0 fixed the solutions of the
Benney]Lin equation converge to solutions of the derivative of the KdV-KS
equation when h ª 0, that is,
w x sq1 ..THEOREM 5.1. Let b ) 0. Consider u g C 0, T : H R , s G 0,h
 . sq1 .h g R, the solution of IVP 1.1 corresponding to f g H R . Then
w x sq1 ..lim u s u exists in C 0, T : H R and defines a solution of thehª 0 h o
 .IVP 1.1 with h s 0.
w xWe state a lemma, the proof of which may be found in 10 :
LEMMA 5.2. Let there be gi¨ en l G 0, b ) 0, and t ) 0. Then
14 2 .2 l y2 tb  j yj .  tb r4.1q 1q4lrtb’j e F C 1 q e 5.1 .l lr2tb .
for all j g R, where C G 0 is a constant depending only on l. Moreo¨er, itl
 .follows from 5.1 that
` 4 2l2 y2 tb  j yj .1 q j e dj .H
y`
2l q 2  .y 2 lq1 r43r2 l tb r2 ly1F 2 3 e q 2 G tb . 5.2 .  . /4
sq1 .Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let f g H R and consider u and u two1 2
 .solutions of the IVP 1.1 with h equal to h and h , respectively. Using1 2
that u , u satisfy the integral equation we obtain for w s u y u1 2 1 2
5 5 5 5w ?, t F E t y E t f .  .  .  . .s sh , b h , b1 2
1 t 25 5q E t y t9 y E t y t9 ­ u dt9 .  .  . .H sh , b h , b x 11 22 0
1 t 2 25 5q E t y t9 ­ u y ­ u dt9. 5.3 .  .  .  . .H sh 2, b x 1 x 22 0
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Now we estimate each term of the right hand side. We begin with the first
one. The mean value theorem combined with Lemma 5.2 yields
5 5 2E t y E t f .  .  . . sh , b h , b1 2
` 4 2sq12 22 2 y2 tb  j yj . 8 Ã< < < <F h y h t 1 q j e j f j dj . .H1 2
y`
< < 2 2 5 5 2 8 y2 tb  j
4yj 2 .F h y h t f sup j e .sq11 2
j
12 2 .2  tb r4.1q 1q16rtb’< < 5 5F h y h t f C 1 q esq11 2 2 /tb .
< < 2 5 5 2F h y h f C T , b , 5.4 .  .sq11 2
where
2Tb q 1 . .Tb r4.1q 1q16rTb’C T , b s C e . . 2b
Using a similar argument we find
2 25 5E t y t9 y E t y t9 ­ u .  .  . . sh , b h , b x 11 2
` 4 2sq1 22 2 22 10 y2 tyt 9.b  j yj .< < < < < <F t y t9 h y h 1 y j j e u j dj . . . ÃH1 2 1
y`
2 4 22 2 2 10 y2 tyt 9.b  j yj .< < < < 5 5F t y t9 h y h u sup j e .  .sq11 2 1
j
12 2 4< < < < 5 5F h y h t y t9 u C 1 qsq11 2 1 5r2 /t y t9 b .
 . . tyt 9. b r4.1q 1q16r tyt 9 b’= e
< < 2 < <y1r2 5 5 4F h y h t y t9 u C T , b . 5.5 .  .sq11 2 1
2 .’5r2 b r4Tbq Tb q16Tb .  .  . . .  .C T , b s C Tb q 1 e . Then estimate 3.2 im-
plies
t
5 E t y t9 y E t y t9 .  . .H h , b h , b1 2
0
2 25 < < 5 5­ u F h y h f C T , b . 5.6 .  .  .s sq1x 1 1 2 1
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 .Finally, estimate 5.2 gives us
2 25 5E t y t9 ­ u y ­ u .  .  . sh , b x 1 x 22
5 2 2 5F E t y t9 u y u .  . sq1h , b 1 22
 . 2 2y 2 sq3 r8 tyt 9.b r4 15 5F C e q t y t9 b u y u .  .  . . Ls 1 2
 .y 2 sq3 r8 tyt 9.b r4 5 5 5 5F C e q t y t9 b u q u w ?, t9 .  . .s 1 2
 .y 2 sq3 r85 5 5 5F C T , b f t y t9 w ?, t9 . 5.7 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .Combining 5.3 , 5.5 , 5.6 , and 5.7 we have for 0 F s F 5r2 and
0 F t F T ,
5 5 < < 5 5 5 5 2w ?, t F h y h C T , b f q f .  .  .s sq1 sq11 2
t  .y 2 sq3 r85 5 5 5q C T , b f t y t9 w ?, t9 dt9. .  .  .H s
0
Thus Gronwall's lemma implies
5 5 < < 5 5w ?, t F h y h C T , b , f E g t , 5.8 .  .  . .s sq11 2 5y2 s.r8
w  .xE is defined in 2, formula 5.4 and
 .8r 5y2 s5 y 2 s
5 5g s C T , b f G . .  /8
So, we have that
5 5sup w ?, t ¬ 0, as h , h ª 0. 5.9 .  .s 1 2
0FtFT
w x s ..Thus the limit lim u exists in C 0, T : H R , s - 5r2.hª 0 h
 .For s G 5r2 we only need to use Lemma 5.2 in 5.7 and Gronwall's
 .lemma to get 5.9 .
s .Thus we have proved that the limit u exists in H R . Moreover, it0
sq1 . w xfollows that u converges weakly to u g H R uniformly over 0, T . Inh 0
 .particular, u ?, t is weakly continuous and uniformly bounded.o
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 .Since u is a solution of 1.1 it satisfiesh
u ?, t y u ?, t .  .h h o
2
­ u .t x h 3 5 2 4s y q ­ u q h­ u q b ­ u q ­ u dt9. .H x h x h x h x h 52to
w xSo combining the above observations with the fact that the map t g 0, T
 .2 3  2 4 . sy4 .ª ­ u r2 q ­ u q b ­ u q ­ u g H R is weakly continuousx o x o x o x o
we obtain
2
­ u .t x o 3 2 4u ?, t y u ?, t s y q ­ u q b ­ u q ­ u dt9 .  .  .Ho o o x o x o x o 52to
w x sy4 .. `w x sq1 ..and therefore u g AC 0, T : H R l L 0, T : H R . Hence uo o
 .satisfies IVP 1.1 with h s 0 for almost every t. From the local existence
 .result for h s 0 we have that the IVP 1.1 has a unique solution in
w x sq1 ..C 0, T : H R corresponding to data f. Therefore u coincides witho
 .the strong solution of IVP 1.1 , that is, the derivative of the KdV-KS
equation.
6. CONVERGENCE TO SOLUTIONS OF THE
KAWAHARA EQUATION
In this section our purpose is to study the limiting behavior as b ª 0 of
 .solutions of the IVP 1.1 for h fixed and b ª 0 if h - b. It comes up that
in the first case solutions of the Benney]Lin equation converge to solu-
tions of the so-called Kawahara equation. As before we follow closely the
w xarguments used by Bona et al. in 2 . Our result reads as
2 .THEOREM 6.1. Let h / 0 and f g H R be gi¨ en. If ¨ is the solutionb
 .of the IVP 1.1 corresponding to initial data f, then the limit ¨ s lim ¨0 b ª 0 b
w x 2 ..  .exists in C 0, T : H R and is the unique solution of 1.1 with b s 0.
2 .  .Proof. Let f g H R and ¨ and ¨ be solutions of the IVP 1.11 2
corresponding to data f and different values of b and b of the1 2
parameter b.
We consider w s ¨ y ¨ ; then it satisfies1 2
w q ¨ w q ¨ w q w q hw q b w q w .  .t 1 x 2 x x x x x x x x 1 x x x x x xx
q b y b ¨ q ¨ s 0. 6.1 .  .  .  . .1 2 2 2x x x x x x
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 .After multiplying 6.1 by w and integrating with respect to x we have
1 d 2 25 5w ?, t s w , ¨ y ¨ y b w , w q w .  .  .  . .1 2 1 x x x x x xx x2 dt
y b y b w , ¨ q ¨ .  .  . .1 2 2 2x x x x x x
5 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 2F c ¨ q ¨ w q cb w .2 21 2 1
< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q b y b w ¨ q w ¨ .  . .1 2 2 x x 2x x x x
5 5 5 5 5 5 2F c ¨ q ¨ q b w 42 21 2 1
< < 5 5 5 5 5 5q b y b ¨ q ¨ ¨ . .2 2 21 2 1 2 2
Gronwall's lemma implies then
25 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5 5w ?, t F cT b y b sup ¨ q ¨ ¨ .  .2 2 21 2 1 2 2
0FtFT
5 5 5 5? exp cT sup ¨ q ¨ q b 6.2 . .2 2 51 2 2
0FtFT
for 0 F t F T.
 .  .  . 2Using 3.1 , 3.4 , and 3.5 we have that the H -norms of ¨ and ¨1 2
5 5remain bounded by a function of T and f , independently of b - 1. So,2
 . 2if b , b ª 0 then 6.2 implies that lim ¨ s ¨ exists in L , uniformly1 2 b ª 0 b 0
w xin t g 0, T .
 .To complete the proof we need to show that ¨ verifies Eq. 1.1 witho
w x 2 ..b s 0 and that ¨ g C 0, T : H R . The first part follows using ano
argument similar to the one employed in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
w x 2 . 5 5To show that ¨ g C 0, T : H R we first notice that f s2o
5  .5 w x  .qlim inf ¨ ?, t thus the map t g 0, T ¬ ¨ ?, t is continuous at2t ª 0 o o
t s 0 with respect to the H 2-topology. The continuity at t s 0 and the
 .uniqueness of the solution of the IVP imply right continuity at t g 0, T .
 .The left continuity follows then considering the change of variables t, x
 .ª t y t, yx and the fact that the results above are still true under this
change of variables. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We notice that the above result can be proved analogously to the case
s .f g H R , s ) 2.
Now we present a result concerning the limiting behavior of solutions
 .1.1 when both h and b approach zero. In this case we have convergence
to solutions of the KdV equation in H 5r2. More precisely,
5r2 .PROPOSITION 6.2. Let f g H R be gi¨ en. If ¨ is the solution of the
 .IVP 1.1 corresponding to initial data f, then the limit ¨ s lim ¨ exists0 h , b ª 0
w x 5r2 ..  .in C 0, T : H R and is the unique solution of 1.1 with h s b s 0.
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 4  4Proof. Without loss of generality we assume max h , h - min b , b .1 2 1 2
 .Consider the solutions ¨ and ¨ of the IVP 1.1 with data f correspond-1 2
ing to values of the parameters h , b and h , b , respectively. Let1 1 2 2
w s ¨ y ¨ ; then w satisfies1 2
w q ¨ w q ¨ w q w q h w q h y h ¨ .  .  .t 1 x 2 x x x 1 x x x x x 1 2 2x x x x x
q b w q w q b y b ¨ q ¨ s 0. 6.3 .  .  .  .  . .1 x x x x x x 1 2 2 2x x x x x x
Next multiplying by w and integrating with respect to x it follows
1 d 25 5w ?, t .
2 dt
¨ .1 x2s w , y ¨ y b w , w q w .  .2 1 x x x x x xx /2
q h y h w , ¨ y b y b w , ¨ q ¨ .  .  .  .  . .  .2 2 2 1 2 2 2x x x x x x x x x x x
b12 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 5 5F c ¨ q ¨ w q w q b y b w ¨ . . 2 21 2 1 2 2 x x4
5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5 5q w ¨ q h y h ¨ q ¨ ¨ . . 5r2 5r2 5r2x x 2 1 2 1 2 2x x
5 5 5 5 5 5 2 < < 5 5 5 5 5 5F c ¨ q ¨ q b w q b y b ¨ q ¨ ¨ 4  .2 2 2 2 21 2 1 1 2 1 2 2
< < 5 5 5 5 5 5q h y h ¨ q ¨ ¨ . .5r2 5r2 5r21 2 1 2 2
So Gronwall's lemma implies
25 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5 5w ?, t F cT b y b sup ¨ q ¨ ¨ .  .2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2
0FtFT
< < 5 5 5 5 5 5q h y h sup ¨ q ¨ ¨ .5r2 5r2 5r2 51 2 1 2 2
0FtFT
5 5 5 5? exp cT sup ¨ q ¨ q b . 6.4 . .2 2 51 2 1
0FtFT
 .  .  . 5r2Using 3.3 , 3.6 , and 3.7 we have that the H -norms of ¨ and ¨1 2
5 5remain bounded by a function of T and f independently of 0 - h -5r2
 .b. So, if b , b ª 0 then 6.4 and the same arguments used previously1 2
imply the result.
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7. APPENDIX
Here we prove several estimates used in Section 3, making use of the
Gagliardo]Nirenberg and Young inequalities:
5r2 1r2 11r4 1r43 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u dx F u u F c u uH x x x
5 5 2 y1r7 5 5 22r7F « u q « u 7.1 .x x
< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u , u F u u F c u u .x x x x x x x x x x x x
y1 5 5 2 5 5 2F « u q « u 7.2 .x x x x
< 2 < 5 5 3r2 5 51r2 5 5 5 519r8 5 5 5r8u , u F u u u F c u u .x x x x x x x x x
5 5 2 y16r11 5 5 38r11F « u q « u 7.3 .x x x x
< 2 < 5 5 ` 5 5 5 5 5 5 3r2 5 51r2 5 5u , u F u u u F u u u . Lx x x x x x x x x x x x x
5 515r8 5 5 9r8 5 5 2 y9r7 5 5 30r7F c u u F « u q « u 7.4 .x x x x x x x x
5 5 2 5 5 3r2 5 51r2 5 5 2 y1r2 5 5 2u F c u u F « u q « u 7.5 .x x x x x x x x x
5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 y1 5 5 2u F c u u F « u q « u 7.6 .x x x x x
5 5 2 5 51r2 5 5 3r2 5 5 2 y3 5 5 2u F c u u F « u q « u 7.7 .x x x x x x x x x x x
22< < < <u , u s 2 u q uu , u . .  .x x x x x x x x x x x
` `5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 2 u u u q u u uL Lx x x x x x x x x x
3r2 1r2 1r2 1r25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F c u u u q u u u ux x x x x x x x x x x x
5 5 7r6 5 511r6 5 5 2 y11 5 514Fc u u F « u q « u 7.8 ..x x x x x x
< 3 < < 2 < 5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 5 5u , u s 3u u , u F u u u u .  . L Lx x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
5 5 3r2 5 5 5 51r2 5 5F u u u ux x x x x x x
5 5 5r2 5 5 3r2 5 5 2 y3 5 510F c u u F « u q « u 7.9 .x x x x x x x x
< 2 < < < 5 5 ` 5 5 5 5u , u s 2u u , u F u u u . . Lx x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
5 5 5 51r2 5 51r2 5 5F u u u ux x x x x x x x x x
5 59r8 5 515r8 5 5 2 y15 5 518F c u u F « u q « u 7.10 .x x x x x x x x
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< uu , u .x x x x x x x
< < < <F uu , u q u u , u .  .x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
5 5 ` 5 5 5 5 5 5 ` 5 5 5 5F u u u q u u uL Lx x x x x x x x x x x x x x
5 5 5 51r2 5 5 3r2 5 5 5 51r2 5 51r2 5 5F c u u u q u u u u .x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
5 5 9r8 5 515r8 5 5 2 y15 5 518F c u u F « u q « u . 7.11 .x x x x x x x x
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